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Bakhtiari language interview 1

Her L1 is Persian. Her parents always talked in Persian. But the grandparents on both sides 
only speak Bakhtiari. All the aunts and uncles Bakhtiari with the grandparents.

Her grandparents are from Masjed Soleyman. Her father too. Her mother was born in Ahvaz.

Mohsen e didom.

I saw Mohsen.

Mohsen e ebinom.

I see Mohsen

Mohsen e ebini

You see Mohsen.

Ebine (3sg), ebinim (1pl), ebinid (2pl), ebinen (3pl)

1sg: mo

2sg: to

1pl: ima

2pl: isa

Mohsen ketab exune.

Mohsen reads books.

Mohsen ketabe re exune.

Mohsen is reading the book.

She kinda says the ‘r’ is to prevent vowel hiatus.

Mohsen ketabere xund.

Mohsen read the book.

Mohsen ketabe re xund.
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Mohsen read a book.

Mohsen ketaba re xund.

Mohsen read the books.

Mohsen mo re did.

Mohsen saw me.

Mohsen mo re ebine.

Mohsen sees me.

Simin dush mo re did.

Simin saw you yesterday.

Simin dush to re did.

Simin saw you yesterday.

“Didomet” works just like “to re didom”

Simin to/mo re did.

Simin saw you/me.

Didomesh.

I saw her.

Didometun.

I saw you (pl.)

Didomeshun. Also: didomesun (this is the version used by her grandparents. Probably an older 
version.) 

I saw them.

Oftaadom/vastom.
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I fell.

COMPLEX PREDICATES:

Tash geredan

To catch fire

?

to borrow

ghaayem kerdan

to hide (trans.)

ghaayem obidan

to hide (intrans.)

sar zeydan

to visit

(she says just like Persian) 

to respect

xow diden

to dream

yax zeydan

to freeze

rechestan

to shiver from the cold/ to feel cold

yax zeyd

froze (trans.)
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vaaz obidan

to melt

harf zeydan

to speak

sabr kerdan

to wait

da’vat kerdan

to invite

delxun obidan

to suffer

gerevestan

to cry

dush mo ghalve geristom.

I cried last night.

Gush geredan

To listen

Xosh eveydin

Welcome

Garm geredan

Persian: garm gereftan

Vaa kerden

To open
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Bolan kerden

To lift

Bozorg kerden

To raise (children)

Paxsh kerdan

To spread out

Vel kerden

To let go of something

vastan

To lie down

Vor gashtan

To return

Vori!

Stand up!

Vor gardundan

To return (trans.)

Be chaak zeydan

To escape

Harum kerdan

To waste

(?)

To bury
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Be donya eveydan

To be born

Yaad geredan

To learn

Yaad daaden

To teach

Tamiz kerdan

To clean

Yaad raden

To forget

(?)

memorize

mordan

to die

vadar kerdan

to force

dam kerden

to brew (tea)

dam eveyden

to be brewed (tea)

-ID VERBS:

var kerdan
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pushidan, pushaandan

vares kerd

put it (e.g. the dress) on him/her

xardan

to eat/drink

shire xardom

I drank milk

Exorom

I eat/drink

Maze kerdan

I taste

Chasbiden

To stick

Chasbaandes

He made it stick

fahmidan

To understand

Fahmaandan

To make someone understand

Edunom

 I know

Edunestom

I knew
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parestan

To jump

Paridom

I jumped

Leng godarestom

I jumped

Peres da

I made it fly

Xosiden

To sleep

Xaabondes

He made him sleep

Raqsiden

To dance

Raqsondomes

I made her dance

Davidom

I ran

*raqs kerdan

davaandomes

I made him run
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Tengele kandan

To run around and jump (as children do while playing)

Ghol zeydan

To boil

(?)

To make something boil

Zahrom rad

I got scared

Radan

To go

Mo ali re tarsundom

I scared Ali

Zahrese bordom

I scared him

Charxiden

To

Kam begerd

Don’t go around so much

Egardom

I turn around

Gashtom

I turned around
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Vaanom nahaaden

Fahmidan

PASSIVE:

Ali hasan e kosht

Hasan koshte obid.

Hasan was killed.

Hasan daare koshte bu

Hasan is being killed.

In pitza ta emsho xorde ebu.

This pizza will be eaten by tonight.

Gul zeydan

To deceive

Mone gulom zeyd.

He deceived me.

Mo gul xordom.

Miz e pak ekonom.

I’m cleaning the table.

Miz e pak kerdom.

Miz pak obid.

The table was cleaned.

Bachchehaa re bozorg kerdom.
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Bachchehaa bozorg obiden.

Jeghelial

boys

Dorgal

girls

Goft o loft kerdan

To speak

Gombe kanden

Jogging

Gombe zeyden

Jogging

Be yaad iaarom

I remember

Be xaaterom evey

Comes to my mind.

Be yaadom iaa

Comes to my mind

Godomes

I said it

I otaagh ze to

This otaagh is yours.

She doesn’t have any specific words for “extesaas daadan” or “ettelaa’ daadan”.
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ELLIPSIS:

Dena zabaanaan e yaad  gered.

Dena learned the languages.

But amir didn’t.

Vali amir angered.

Dena zabaanaan e yaad angered, vali amir gered.

Dena didn’t learn the languages, but amir did.

Denaa zabaan e yaad gered o/vali amir angered.

Denaa learned the language, and/but amir didn’t.

Denaa zabaan yaad gered vali amir nagered.

Denaa learned language(s), but amir didn’t.

*Bahar zabunaan e yaad gered, rezaa alefbaa re gered.

*Bahar zabun yaad gered, vali reza nagered

bahaar zabunaan e yaad gered o reza alefbaahaa re

bahaar zabun yaad gere rezaa alefbaa.

Bahaar zabunaan e yaad gere yaa alefbaahaa re?

Bahaar zabun yaad gere yaa alefba?

Bahaar mizaan e paak kerd, vali rezaa nakerd.

Bahaar miz paak kerd, vali rezaa nakerd.
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*Bahaar mizaan e paak kerd, rezaa panjerehaa re kerd.

Bahaar mizaane tamiz nakerd vali panjerehaan e kerd.

Bahaar mizaane tamiz kerd, vali panjerehaan e nakerd.

*Bahaar miz tamiz kerd, rezaa panjere kard.

?Bahaar miz tamiz kerd, vali panjere nakerd.

First she said you can say that, but we asked here again, and she said she prefers to put tamiz 
there, even though it’s not incorrect.

?Bahaar miz tamiz nakerd, vali panjere kerd.

same

Bahaar miz tamiz kerd ya panjere?

Rayan ba yeki harf ezeyd vali mo nonom ki.

Royaa ye chizi esteyd vali mo nonom che.

Royaa ye chi o esteyd vali mo nonom che.

SEPARABILITY:

* Be harf e ali gush hishki nadaad

* be harf e ali gush saaraa nadaad

* be harf e ali gush in aadamaa nadaadan

* gush cheraa nemikoni?

? yaad az daam nageredom

(she’s ok with it with emphasis)
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komak be beum nakerdom. 

*Man da’vat shoharesho nemikonam.

*da’vat mehmun nemikonam.

*Towlid chizi nemikonan

zamini ke zaxmim kone naxordam

*panjera ro tamiz kasi kard?

*panjera ro tamiz saeed kard?

*panjera ro tamiz in do nafar kard?

Panjera ro tamiz baraa chi mikoni?

*Sofra ro pahn ru zamin nakardam.

She’s giving the judgments based on our Persian sentences but it sounds like that’s her Bakhtiari 
judgment too.

Bachchene boland nakerdom.

*Boland bachchene nakerdom.

Dor, kor: girl,boy

Pia: man

Zine: woman

Piaayal, zingal: men, women

*Tamiz xuna re kardom

*be chaak hishki nazey.

Nobody escaped.

*be chaak ali nazeyd.

Ali didn’t escape.

U kor be chaak nazeyd.

Kore and “u kor” work, but apparently not “u kore”

*Tofang e dar az u tu nayaares.
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*vor chizi re nadaashtom.

I didn’t pick up anything.

Pil i dar navordom.

*dar pili navordom.

She says in Persian it’s better than it is in Baxtiari.

?Be chaak i nazeydi ke nejaatet bede.

?Be chaak i ke nejaatet bede nazeydi 

ze nafas mo naradom, vali roya rad

It works!

ze nafas dena narad, vali roya rad

*ze nafas bachchehaaye kelaas narad,vali royaa rad

FOR PASSIVES: be xaak seporde obid.

Sag e si hamishe xaakes kerd.

He buried the dog forever.

*Sag e xaakes si hamishe kerd.

Mo inaane nixom.

I don’t want these.

Estefaade obid.

I was used.

Ze haal raden

To pass out
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vor gardundan

To return (trans.)

Ketaabaan e ali e vor gardundom.

Piles e bes vor gardundom.

*vor  piles e bes gardundom.

Nixoy i ketaab e vor garduni?

*Nixoy vor i ketaab e garduni?

Vor gardondomet

*Vor-et gardondom

vaazes kerdom

?vaaz kerdomes

sister: dedu

brother: ge’u

father: be’u

mother: daa

daughter: dor/dodar

son: kor

aunt (amme): kichi

aunt (xaale): boti

uncle (daayi): haalu

uncle (amu):

old man: taate

old woman: daalu

grandfather: ?

grandmother: ?

husband: shi
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her husband: shis

my husband: shum

our husband(s): shimun

their husband: shisun

your (pl.) husband: shitun

wife/woman: zine

husband: also mire

Numbers: dwaazdah is the only difference she can think of.

PROVERBS:

Bar e zir e tade kame

The share (bahre) under the cradle is not enough.

(You expect a lot!)

junom tash, junom di, baraare xubom na chi shi.

(set) my life (on) fire, (make) my life (smoke), even a good brother is not like a husband.

Salbiji

Something useless.

Bengeshte amsaali nahaa be kend e bengesht e paarsaali

… puts on the ass of the …

This year’s sparrow is being rude to the last year’s sparrow.

BODAY PARTS:

Eye: ti

Lashes: merzeng

Eyebrow: borg

Nose: noft

Mouth: Dohun
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Tongue: zon

Zonet o kol kon: cut your tongue/ be quiet!

Tooth: dendun

Ear: gush

Lip: low

Cheek: lop

Chin: kache

Hand: dast

Elbow: merk

Arm: she can’t remember anything specific

Knee: zuni

Back: gorde

Stomach/heart: del

Foot: leng

Finger: angosht

Nail: noxon
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